A test that can detect the influence of differential lineage sorting on phylogenetic signal in integrated studies with two or more loci is presented. Hitherto unexplored consequences of relationships among gene trees and species trees are made explicit, revealing potential influences of differential lineage sorting on phylogenetic signal. These influences can result in observable consequences, in particular an increase in signal when sequences or characters are combined among taxa to create a mixed-character taxon. Simulations of nucleotide evolution reflecting two gene phylogenies within a five-taxon species phylogeny were used to demonstrate and justify the mixed-character taxon test. An empirical example of lineage sorting during the evolution of Robineae is presented that appears to resolve conflict between morphological and organellar chloroplast DNA (cpDNA) signal.
Introduction
Phylogenetic systematists have learned from population geneticists that incongruence among evolutionary trees can result when the loci sampled have undergone lineage sorting that is independent of speciation events, and that relationships among sequences distributed among species may therefore not reflect the process of species phylogeny. Genes may diversify within a population prior to the diversification of the population itself, and organismal histories and gene histories can be partly independent.
A distinction therefore exists between a species tree, which represents an estimate of the history of diversification of a group of organisms, and a gene tree, which represents an estimate of the history of diversification of a group of sequences within that organismal tree. One result of the differential sorting of ancestral polymorphism is between-locus variance in the coalescence back through time to the most recent common ancestor for commonly distributed sequences (Hudson 1990 ) (e.g., fig. 1 ). The seminal work of Kingman (1982) stimulated inquiry into the significance of differential coalescence times on population parameters (Slatkin and Maddison 1989; Nei and Takahata 1993) and vice versa (e.g., Kaplan, Darden, and Hudson 1988; Hudson 1990; Hudson and Kaplan 1994) .
When gene trees are not compatible with speciation history (fig. l), they provide misleading estimates of the organismal phylogeny. Errors in hypothesis testing of speciation rates, adaptation, and morphological and molecular evolution are a likely consequence.
The implications of differential lineage sorting for phylogenetic systematics have been examined in the framework of the relationships between gene trees and species trees (Neigel and Avise 1986: Pamilo and Nei 1988; Guig6, Mucknik, and Smith 1996) , where the primary focus has been the probability of inferring species phylogenies from gene phylogenies given possible differences Differential lineage sorting is likely when the time between nodes is short (Pamilo and Nei 1988) , because newly acquired neutral mutations can take considerable time to be become fixed (Nei 1987) . Pamilo and Nei (1988) provided explicit probabilities of matches between species phylogenies and gene phylogenies from the perspective of neutral theory, with the requisite assumptions
(1) that a wealth of information (in number of nucleotides) is available for each locus studied, and (2) that therefore the topology and branch lengths of the gene phylogeny are known. After observing that the probability that a gene tree will match the species phylogeny (which they equate with "accuracy") is decreased as the time between furcations in the species phylogeny grows short, Pamilo and Nei (1988) offered a general probability estimate of obtaining a species phylogeny for the general case.
Recent work on the relationships between gene trees and species phylogenies is similar to that of Pamilo and Nei (1988) due to the shared assumption that the trees being compared are entirely accurate (i.e., gene trees faithfully represent gene phylogenies).
Several authors have offered the interpretation that incongruence may be expected among evolutionary trees gleaned from sequences representing independent loci (e.g., Ruvolo 1994), an expectation bolstered by simulation studies (e.g., Avise and Ball 1990) . Although the observation that trees in practice may contain errors does not bear on the validity of this previous line of inquiry, the relationships between gene trees and species trees are considerably more complex when the more general question of phylogenetic accuracy is considered. The additional complexity stems, in part, from the fact that the informativeness of phylogenetic data is not determined solely by sampling effort (e.g., sequence length), but can also be rather strongly influenced by differences in the details of evolutionary histories. In addition to other causes, incongruence may result whenever one or more of the inferred topologies are in error due to the misleading influences of long branches in the true history of diversification (Felsenstein 1978) . As it seems that no method has been devised to detect the influences of differential lineage sorting on the distribution of nucleotides in specific studies, the objectives of this paper are to reveal the observable consequences of differential lineage sort-
-Two gene phylogenies (white lines) nested within the same species phylogeny (black outline). Gene phylogeny A: An ancient polymorphism persists to two speciation events (t,,, and fap2), resulting in topological differences between the species phylogeny and the gene phylogeny (A'). Gene phylogeny B: An ancient polymorphism persists to three speciation events (fpp,, tsp2, tsp3), resulting in differences between gene phylogeny B (B'), the species phylogeny, and gene phylogeny A (A').
ing on the strength of phylogenetic signal retained at different loci and to describe and justify one means to detect these influences of differential lineage sorting. Signal herein is defined as any characteristic of a character state matrix that causes methods of phylogenetic inference to produce accurate estimates of shared genealogical relationships among taxa. When gene trees differ in topology but nevertheless retain some nodes in common, they necessarily differ in their inter-nodal distances ( fig. 1 ). For any specified constant mutation rate (p), these differences translate into variance in amounts of anagenetic evolution between at least some of the internal nodes on the different topologies and variance in the amount of phylogenetic signal found for the terminal taxa. Given that methods of phylogenetic inference are limited by finite sequence lengths (Saitou and Nei 1986; Huelsenbeck and Hillis 1993) , variance in the amount of anagenetic evolution along any particular edge translates into variance in the probability that a gene tree will reflect the gene phylogeny.
Because phylogenetic signal in combined sequences is influenced by congruence among gene phylogenies, signal itself provides a criterion for detecting the influence of differential lineage sorting. When the diversification of both genes has accurately traced the speciation history, lineage sorting has occurred in a manner that records the organismal phylogeny, and the naturally combined sequences will contain mutually compatible phylogenetic signal. When differential lineage sorting has occurred for the loci sampled, one can expect that the "natural combination" of data (i.e., as sequences from the same taxon from different genes are combined) will result in conflicting signal ( fig. 1 ). This conflict will tend to reduce both signal and the resolution of the optimal topology estimated from the combined sequences. The degree to which conflicting signal will exist among or within loci will be determined in part by the strength of signal of individual sequences and by the amount of signal restricted to different sequences that corresponds to disparate nodes. When underlying gene phylogenies are disparate, at least one artificial between-taxon (re)combination of sequences will reconcile the differences among the gene trees and result in a spike in phylogenetic signal relative to that measured in the naturally combined sequences. This occurs when the artificial combination causes the different underlying gene phylogenies to become topologically similar. A unique combination of sets of characters drawn from different taxa can be considered a "mixed-character" taxon (MCT). For example, given four extant taxa (A, B, C and D, respectively), and sequences from two independent loci, the sequences from both loci have been naturally combined by phylogeny and the lineage-sorting histories of each gene (table 1) . As the results of this paper will demonstrate, increases in signal are not expected to occur by chance alone; therefore, any increase in the strength of signal in any MCT matrix relative to the naturally combined loci can be considered remarkable.
The steps for the MCT test are, therefore, 1. measure signal in the naturally combined matrix; 2. measure signal in all possible MCT matrices; and matrices to signal in the For the general case, given that more than one locus is sampled, the prediction is that common lineage sorting among loci causes signal to be greatest for the naturally combined sequences, but that differential lineage sorting will cause signal to be greatest for at least one other combination of sequences. Null hypothesis testing occurs during the measurement of signal. By design, increases in measures of signal are singularly remarkable events and are not expected by chance alone. They are more remarkable when previously measured signal is very high. When combined with accurate estimates of the disparate gene phylogenies, the MCT test should suggest which disparities may be the result of differential lineage sorting.
Methods

Simulations
were used to justify the MCT test for the detection of independent lineage sorting among genes sampled from the same taxa. The statistical analysis used to measure phylogenetic signal in character state matrices is the relative apparent synapomorphy analysis (RASA; Lyons-Weiler, Hoelzer, and Tausch 1996) . RASA provides a measure of signal in the form of the Student's t-test statistic (tRASA) that measures the difference between an observed and null rate of increase in cladistic similarity among taxon pairs as phenetic similarity increases (homogeneity of slopes test; Lyons-Weiler, Hoelzer, and Tausch 1996). The null slope is determined analytically. Phylogenetic signal causes the observed and null slopes to differ; misleading information (homoplasy) causes the slopes to be more similar. This measure was used specifically because the test does not require an estimate of the organismal or gene phylogenies and thereby avoids potential problems of circular reasoning. We have applied RASA to the problem of outgroup justification (unpublished data) signal, and to demonstrate the MCT test. It is explicitly assumed that differential lineage sorting has occurred. The resulting data matrices represent two putative loci of 100 bp each. Phylogenetic signal in each of the resulting matrices was measured via the RASA regression (Lyons-Weiler, Hoelzer, and Tausch 1996). Signal was then measured in matrices composed of concatenations of sequences reflecting the species phylogeny (i.e., "naturally" combined) and in matrices composed of mixed-character taxa that reconcile the topological differences between the gene phylogenies.
The Phylogenies
A five-taxon topology was used to define disparate gene phylogenies within the same species phylogeny ( fig. 1 ). For the first gene phylogeny, ancestral polymorphism arose such that the first branch (t,, corresponds to the nth node in the gene phylogeny) occurred earlier than the first branch in the species phylogeny (tgl-tgl < tsp3-fspl), and the ancient polymorphism later survived through one (basal) speciation event before sorting ( fig. 1A) . The second gene phylogeny was defined such that ts4--tgl << tsp3--tspl, followed by prolonged retention of ancient polymorphism through two speciation events (fig. 1B) . The differences between the gene phylogenies include differences in branch lengths, which have the same influence as variation among internodal branches in the amount of anagenetic evolution. A result of sporadic gene diversification prior to species diversification (e.g., the basal nodes in fig. 1 ) is that the amount of evolution that is independent of phylogeny (anagenesis) is greater than expected given the species phylogeny because tgi+ l-tgi is increased relative to tsp+i -ts,i). Other branch length inequalties also result. Depending on the underlying mutation pressure, these branch length differences would cause genes that diversify in tandem with speciation events to have either higher or lower phylogenetic signal than genes that have diversified independent of the species phylogeny. Mutation matrices were symmetrical (Jukes-Cantor), and the amount of mutation on a branch was in direct proportion to length (i.e., held constant to topology sensu Lyons-Weiler, Hoelzer, and Tausch 1996) . Note that the importance of the absolute values of l.~ to phylogenetic signal is relative to the rate of lineage origination and extinction. For all simulations, base mutation rates were relatively low (IL = 0.08 sites changed per internode).
If h were much lower, both matrices would acquire too few informative changes, resulting in lower signal; if l.~ were much higher, both matrices would acquire too many misleading changes (homoplasy), and signal would also tend to be absent. Variance in the amount of internodal anagenesis was also held to reflect topology; for example, the initial furcation was determined to be 0.5~, while whenever tgitgi_1 was the same as one basal internode on the species phylogeny, the amount of anagenetic evolution along a branch was p. When a range of anagenetic evolution on a node was possible, intermediate values were applied. For instance, in phylogeny A, the gene branch leading to the gene copy in taxon y could have been 0.5~ (ancestral polymorphism) plus any value between 2~ and p,; here, the intermediate value used was 2.0~. The mutation parameters for all nodes in both trees are given in table 2. The source code used for these simulations is available on request from J.L.-W. To demonstrate the difference that exists between signal in arbitrary MCT matrices and signal in those that reconcile differences among disparate gene phylogenies, two additional sets of analyses were conducted. First, two gene matrices were created using the same phylogeny 1,000 times, and signal was measured for one combined matrix that contained two arbitrary mixed-character taxa. Finally, an arbitrary pair of disparate gene matrices (from phylogenies A and B) was used to contrast the influence of constructing MCT matrices that reconcile heterogenous signal with those that do not reconcile the topologies of the gene phylogenies.
Empirical Example
Lavin and Doyle (199 1) examined the relationships among some legume tribes (subfamily Papilionoideae) using a diverse collection of data (58 morphological, cytological, and phytochemical characters; hereafter "morphological") in combined and separate analyses with cpDNA restriction site data (27 semicharacters). The disparaties between the sets of optimal (maximum-parsimony) trees for the separately analyzed data include the relationships among three genera of the Robineae (fig 2; here represented by Robinia, Coursetia, and Peteria); in particular, the cpDNA analyses supports the relationship (Robinia(Coursetia, Peteria)), while the morphological data support the relationship (Coursetia (Robinia, Peteria) ).
To make the test more critical, we first maximized signal by including only some of the taxa sampled. Taxa included were Kunstleria, Dalbergiella, Piscidia, Tephrosia, and Lonchocarpus (tribe Millettieae) and additional taxa from the tribe Robineae (Hebestigma and Sphinctospermum). Signal was measured in each matrix separately and in combination, and the three mixed character taxon matrices were examined (i.e., Robinia + Coursetia, Robinia + Peteria, and Coursetia + Peteria).
Results
Simulations
A comparison
of the frequency distributions resulting from the simulated gene phylogenies shows that gene phylogenies A and B resulted in different phylogenetic signal, and each therefore has a distinctive frequency distribution ( fig. 3 ). Overall, gene phylogeny A results in greater retention of signal. This result is consistent with expectations given the additionally long branch on phylogeny B (cf. the branch leading to y in A and that leading to l3 in B). When the sequences resulting from gene phylogenies A and B were combined, signal was much reduced compared to signal from gene phylogeny A ( fig. 4 ) and was lower than the average of means of both, indicating that signal is not purely additive. This result would perhaps be troublesome to empirical researchers if they held the general expectation that more data usually increase the accuracy of the phylogenetic estimate. When the disparate gene phylogenies were reconciled with the optimal combinations, signal was increased over that found in the naturally combined analyses (fig. 4) . Note that the distributions in figures 3 and 4 are based on the same matrices (e.g., matrices with higher values are also those with higher values as MCT matrices).
When arbitrary character taxon matrices were constructed from gene matrices created from gene matrices using the same phylogeny (reflecting common lineage sorting), the distribution shifted to the left and became more highly skewed. The measured signal was, in fact, so low that tRAsA exceeded the critical value when (x = 0.10 in only 30/1,000 iterations. In addition, when differential lineage sorting was modeled, and arbitrary nonoptimal MCT matrices were constructed, signal was identical to or lower than that found in the naturally combined matrices ( fig. 4 , inset panel) and far lower than that found in the optimal MCT matrix. These results indicate that the test is not equivocal, and that increases in signal due to chance alone are improbable.
Robineae Data
In separate analyses, both matrices contain signal for the taxa represented (tRASA = 27.709, cpDNA; tRASA = 6.0963, morphological; df = 14). The combined matrix contains much more signal (tRASA = 27.709, df = 14). We found that a single mixed-character taxon increased signal further (tRASA = 28.12, df = 14). The MCT that apparently reconciles the conflicting signal in this triad and the differences among the optimal trees for the separately analyzed data was Robinia + Coursetia, which suggests a particular hypothesis scenario of differential lineage sorting ( fig. 2) . The other MCTs did not increase signal (Robinia + Peteria, tRAsA = 27.297; Peteria + Coursetia, tRAsA = 27.709 ).
Discussion
Confidence due to congruent phylogenetic estimates among diverse sources of data has been a mainstay of phylogenetic systematics since its inception (Hennig 1966) . This source of confidence contrasts with the expectation of discordance among phylogenies estimated from different genes due to population level processes. Generalizations about phylogenetic methods abound in the literature, such as the notion that the use of all available information will usually lead to more accurate phylogenies.
These generalizations rely on very general philosophical justifications, (e.g., Carnap's total evidence; Kluge 1984). Counter to these attempts at general remedies for long-standing problems in phylogenetic systematics and in contrast with a recent assertion that it is essential to integrate contradictory data for "any phylogeny" (Guigo, Muchnik, and Smith 1996) , the statistical exploration of individual phylogenetic data sets (e.g., Lyons-Weiler, Hoelzer, and Tausch 1996) provides a focus on hypothesis testing and the detection of absent or eroded cladistic hierarchy that may mislead phylogeny estimation criteria. It is likely that strict adherence to the prescription of total evidence (i.e., combining all character state data collected from organisms) will sometimes lead to poorer estimates of organismal diversification, including lower resolution of the estimated phylogeny due to the combination of sources of disparate signal and the rejection of potentially accurate gene trees in favor of erroneous estimates of species phylogeny.
There are significant differences in the implications of these findings for the interpretation of previous work. For instance, Pamilo and Nei (1988) observed that the amount of evolutionary time between penultimate and ultimate (terminal) nodes in a gene phylogeny will have no effect on the probability that the topology of a gene tree matches that of a species phylogeny. Wu (199 1) explored the same problem using diffusion theory. Some models of this theory assume that the gene tree is a perfect record of the gene phylogeny and do not consider the effects of homoplasy; other models assume that accurate phylogenies are guaranteed if enough nucleotides have been sampled. In phylogeny B ( fig. lB) , the sorting of ancient polymorphism results in a long branch leading to a terminal taxon (p) which contributed to the decrease in the amount of phylogenetic signal (fig. 4) . The misleading effects of this long branch would be exacerbated by a long time between the present and the last speciation node, and phylogenetic accuracy can be made worse by sampling additional nucleotides, especially for maximum parsimony (Felsenstein 1978) but also for maximum likelihood when the assumption that model parameters generalize does not hold for all nucleotides (Chang 1996) . In addition, the probability tests of Pamilo and Nei (1988) for the general case acquire independence when internode branches are long, and Wu's (1991) probability estimates tacitly ignore mutations on some branches, because homoplasy is assumed to be absent. A constraint therefore exists between the accuracy of a gene tree as an estimate of a gene phylogeny and our ability to assess the expected accuracy of gene trees as estimates of species phylogeny.
The constraint is due to the necessary differences in homoplasy that can be expected from gene phylogenies that differ in topology. The probabilities that the gene tree will match only the gene phylogeny or also the species phylogeny are both functions of the amount of evolution between nodes. Differences in the timing of speciation events and the origination and persistence of polymorphism are per- are based on the same matrices as those summarized in figure 3 . The finding that a mixed-character-taxon matrix holds higher signal with empirical data would provide evidence of differential lineage sorting and would imply that more than one true phylogeny exists for the same set of taxa. Signal is shown to increase only in the optimal character taxon matrix (inset figure): signal in all possible mixed-character-taxon matrices as well as in the natural combination is lower than the solitary optimal mixedcharacter-taxon matrix that reconciles the disparities between the gene trees (gray bar).
ceived to be independent of the diversification of species and their genes; however, the amount of anagenetic evolution of both gene phylogenies and species phylogenies can reasonably be expected to be time-dependent. The speciation history therefore shares an indirect relationship with the evolution of genes, even when differential lineage sorting occurs. Given the complex interactions that exist among the influences of mutation rates, cladogenesis, and lineage extinction on the retention of phylogenetic signal, further exploration of this problem is needed, in particular, additional theory that incorporates the possibility of homoplasy. Multiple genes may undergo identical lineage sorting that differs from the species phylogeny. This means that simple absence of evidence of lineage sorting and congruence among gene trees does not automatically provide substantiative evidence that the combined gene phylogeny provides an accurate estimate of the species phylogeny.
Likewise, incongruence among evolutionary trees alone does not provide sufficient evidence for differential lineage sorting. The criteria outlined here serve as a more stringent test for independent lineage sorting than would topology-based measures of incongruence, in part because the accuracy of gene trees themselves may vary, even when they appear unambiguous, and influence the results of such tests. Moreover, it is not generally appreciated that different regions within a single gene can retain disparate phylogenetic signal owing to this same process. Although it will not always be possible to pair the mismatched gene copy from one locus with a solitary parallel gene copy if all taxa are included in the test, it may be done after congruence among genes trees is minimized by pruning taxa from concordant regions of evolutionary trees (as in the Robineae example via taxon sampling).
The question is, in practice, best addressed at specific nodes. There are, therefore, no unresolvable possibilities where the test could not be applied. There may also be instances where differential lineage sorting has occurred, but the test fails to detect the event; for example, when the process of gene diversification has wiped out any trace of phylogenetic history (e.g., by saturation through high mutation rates and high allele extinction rates) or when too few informative nucleotides are found at a given locus. The test may therefore have the most power to detect differential lineage sorting when phylogenetic signal is high in one or both of the separate analyses, especially after other possible causes of low signal (e.g., long branches in the combined matrix) have already been ruled out. This should not be a severe limitation, however, as the criterion (t RAsA) used for this test also provides a criterion for the suitability of particular data sets for use in subsequent phylogenetic inference. A possible "false positive" may result when homoplasy is high for one locus but low for a second locus in the same taxon, and homoplasy is high at the second locus in a sister taxon; the MCT that recombines gene copies with high homoplasy may isolate homoplasy into a single mixed taxon, and may combine and isolate informative sites among loci into another mixed taxon. Decreased or increased signal could result. The data and the RASA regression can be examined to rule out this possibility.
In the empirical case examined here (Ro-bineae), this isolation of homoplasy is ruled out because changes in the variables of the RASA regression were mostly limited to the taxa within the triad in question. In general, the observed increase in signal should proceed either from no signal to signal or from signal to increased signal, but inferences based on increases in tRAsA from one insignificant value to another insignificant value provide only limited, heuristic value (see Lyons-Weiler, Hoelzer, and Tausch [ 19961 for a complete description of the statistical measure of signal [RASA] , including the null hypothesis).
Multiple, equally correct trees can exist for different molecules in the same organisms, and they can, in some instances, best explain the distribution of character diversity among taxa. The implications of this for the estimation of species phylogeny is controversial. One perspective is that the sum of all lineage sorting events will lead to the true phylogenetic relationships among taxa. This is the interpretation of Pamilo and Nei (1988) , Rogers (1994) , and others. We suggest the alternative perspective that when phylogenetic signal is present at independent loci, but incongruent, both phylogenies may be reliable, but combining sources of disparate phylogenetic signal could easily confound attempts to estimate a species phylogeny.
If the goal of extracting species phylogenies from molecular sequences can indeed be realized, not only will it require inferences based on numerous loci (Moore 1993, but those loci should perhaps also be sorted through to rule out hypotheses of differential lineage sorting, thereby preventing the obfuscating influences of robust gene trees that differ. The task is made more difficult by the fact that some portion of the signal from a particular locus may conflict with signal from other loci or character sets, while other portions of signal may be in accord. It is possible that a set of unlinked, nonrecombining loci that shows no evidence of heterogeneity, including no evidence of differential lineage sorting, might offer the best estimate of the species phylogeny. This reasoning requires the assumption that congruence can be expected to be produced most frequently by the common influence of species phylogeny. Whenever differential lineage sorting has occured, phylogenetic relationships among taxa may be multifarious and complex, and caution in the demarcation of taxonomic boundaries, including species definitions, is warranted.
